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The dervish sang:The mint, the violetsTiny leaves, tiny flowersAt the foot of the tree…The

journey of the pleasant fragranceOn the wings of the windIn the plainsIn the desertsOn the

mountaintopsThe scent of grassOf fresh, green grassThat goats, kids and cows can smellThe

journey of the scent of grassOf delicious grassTo their white, foamy milkThe journey of

gratitude to GodMorad softly, bashfully uttered, “The journey of the poem to your lips.”The

dervish smiled. He looked at Morad’s face and eyes. He wet his dark, chapped lips. “What did

you say?”I said, “The journey of the poem to your lips.”“Congratulations! You have just recited

poetry.”

About the AuthorHoushang Moradi-Kermani was born in 1944 in Sirch Village near the city of

Kerman in south central Iran. After completing elementary school in his village and middle

school in Kerman, he studied dramatic arts in Tehran where he subsequently attended

university, finally earning a B.A. in English translation. He began his career in the arts on the

radio in Kerman and Tehran in 1961. Numerous works by Houshang Moradi Kermani have

been published including The Stories of Majid, Children of the Carpet Weaving House, The

Palm, The Water Urn, Fist on Hide, The Tandoor and Other Stories, Anar’s Smile, Mommy's

Guest, The Water Urn, Sweet Jam, Like the Full Moon, Nine of Each Kind, and Rice and Stew.

His works have been translated into English, French, German, Spanish, Dutch, Arabic,

Armenian, Chinese, Korean, Greek and Turkish. His books have resulted in thirty eight

television serial episodes and feature films for cinema, and have been entered in domestic and

foreign film festivals. Caroline Croskery has been especially devoted to the Persian culture for

many years. She was born in the United States and moved to Iran at the age of twenty-one.

She holds a Bachelor’s Degree from the University of California at Los Angeles in Iranian

Studies where she graduated with honors. For many years, she has been active in three fields

of specialization: Language Teaching, Translation and Interpretation and Voiceover Acting.

During her thirteen years living in Iran, she taught English and also translated as well as

dubbed Iranian feature films into English. After returning to live in the United States, she began

a career as a court interpreter and translator of books from Persian into English. She is an

accomplished voiceover talent, and currently continues her voiceover career in both English

and Persian. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Translator The Dervish "The dervish is here! The Khidr is here!”The

news spread like wind through the village. It spread by word of mouth and reached the people

ear by ear.Azizollah saw the dervish before anybody else did. He was putting another coat of

adobe on the rooftop when his eyes fell upon the narrow, white, curvy path in the foothills of the

mountain. The dervish was coming down the mountain, on his way there. Azizollah saw the

green spot slowly winding its way down the mountain pass. The sky was clear, the air clean,

and the sun shone brightly and hot upon the mountains, the plains and the trees. Azizollah

shaded his eyes with his right hand that was covered in mud. He squinted and fixed his eyes

upon the road. He saw that it was the dervish, who was merrily making his way down the

path.Anyone could tell from afar that it was the dervish. He had on his usual long, green robe

that went all the way down to his ankles; his beggar’s bowl in hand, his crescent-bladed axe

over his shoulder and his knapsack on his back.Azizollah shouted from the rooftop, “Ahoy! Ali

Asghar, the dervish is here! The Khidr is here!”Azizollah’s son, Ali Asghar was on the ground

mixing the mud and straw with a shovel in a cement mixing bowl. He heard his father calling.

He leaned the shovel against the wall and went up the ladder. He saw the dervish from afar.

Through cupped palms at the sides of his mouth, he yelled, “Welcome, Khidr! Salam,

Khidr!”The wind carried the sound until it reached the Khidr’s ears. Ali Asghar turned toward

the village and shouted, “The dervish is here! The Khidr is here! He is coming down the path.

He’s on his way here now!”Morad heard his voice from afar. Morad was in the alley picking

hollyhock flowers, and collecting them in his shirt. The hollyhock bush, with its tiny, purple

flowers was growing right through the crack in the adobe garden wall. Morad heard his voice

and ran down the alley, “The dervish is coming! The Khidr is coming! He’s on his way down the

mountain now! He has passed the spring!”Hossein, Ahmad and Hojjat were in the alleyway

playing a game with walnut shells when Morad reached them. He exclaimed, “Hey you guys!

The dervish is here! The Khidr is here! He has passed the old burned sycamore tree and the

spring! He is coming up behind Azizollah’s house!”The kids picked up the walnut shells they

had arranged on the ground and ran happily towards Azizollah’s house. “Ahoy! The dervish is

here! The Khidr is here!” they shouted on their way to the main square of town. Mohammad

Hossein was shoeing a horse at his blacksmith shop by the town square. He abandoned the

horse shoe, put his hammer down on the ground, and said to his apprentice who was not doing

a very good job of holding the bit because his attention was focused on the kids, “Where is

your attention? Pay attention, Reza! What are you looking at?”“The kids, sir! They are running



and shouting that the dervish is here! The Khidr is here!”“So what! You focus on your

work!”Reza abandoned the bit and ran off with the kids. “Where do you think you’re

going? When you get back I’m going to teach you a lesson you won’t forget!”ðaThe dervish

arrived. He passed the alleys, under the trees, surrounded by the children as he slowly walked

on. A few of the children walked ahead and the rest walked behind him and at his sides. The

children and women peeked over the adobe garden walls and from inside their homes as he

passed. “Salam, Khidr! You are welcome here!”“Salam unto you!”The children were whispering

happily. The dervish was old and tired. His long, snow white hair and beard spilled over his

neck, shoulders and chest. His wrinkled face was brown and leathered from the sun. His

beggar’s bowl shook in his hand as each person asked him a question.“How have you

been?”“What news do you have?”“It’s been a long time since we’ve seen you here.”“You’ve

come a long way, right?”“The sun was hot, right?”“Are you overheated?”“Are you thirsty?”“Are

you hungry?”The dervish shook his head. He didn’t have the energy to talk. He just indicated

yes or no with his facial movements. His lips were dry and chapped. His long, white eyebrows

spilled onto his withered eyelashes and his nearsighted eyes that were full of dust.The children

answered for him, “Yes, it was a long way!”“Yes! There was no shade.”“It was sand for a far as

the eye could see.”“There were sand dunes and tall mountains.”The dervish spoke up faintly,

“When I came down the mountain and saw the homes, trees, and water in your village, I felt

hopeful. Oh, oh how old I’ve grown! So very old…from walking so far through the sand and

over the parched earth, without so much as hearing the baa baa of a lamb or the flute playing

of a shepherd. I started out with the morning breeze and I was on the road at dawn. I was just

starting out.The dervish kept walking past alleys and the riverbank until he reached the shade

of the big, old, village cypress tree down by the stream. He loved to sit by the cypress tree. It

was just like him – old. Its branches were crooked, wrinkled, skinny and long. They intertwined

as they grew up to the sky. The trunk was thick and knotty with peeling bark, but solid and

firmly in the ground. The Cypress had tiny evergreen needle-like leaves. In between the leaves

were round, wooden-like cones that grew loosely on its branches and fell from the tree with

every gust of wind. From inside its branches came the chirp-chirping sounds of the sparrows

and the bagh-baghoo sounds of the wild pigeons. When the wind blew, it curled through the

branches and leaves, brushing and rubbing the branches together and making khesh-khesh

and hoo-hoo sounds. When they burned the bark, it smelled heavenly - like frankincense. It

was full of secrets, mysteries, and legends. The cypress evoked a sense of fear in the dark of

the night, and its magnitude commanded respect.The dervish laid his beggar’s bowl, his axe

and knapsack on the ground. He washed his face and hands in the stream, and rinsed his hair

and beard. He put his feet into the water and let the pure, clear water run over his old, skinny,

chapped feet. The children surrounded him and sat down, looking eagerly at him. The old

dervish drank some water, leaned back on the trunk of the tree and closed his eyes. Morad

brought a bowl of buttermilk and placed it before the dervish. The dervish half-opened his eyes,

“God Bless you, my child. Where is your house?”“It’s right behind this tree.”Morad turned his

head and looked at the children proudly. The dervish took a few sips of the buttermilk. He

placed the bowl on the ground and closed his eyes again. Morad went back and squatted down

by the children. Hojjat said, “He’s gone to sleep. He’s asleep.”Morad raised his index finger to

his lips, “Shhh! He is tired. He didn’t sleep last night. Shhh! He’ll wake up!”The sun burned in

the clear sky with the intensity of a blacksmith’s forge. It was summer. The dervish was

sleeping in the cool shade underneath the cypress tree before the children’s eyes. The children

wanted the dervish to get up and play the flute for them or recite a poem and tell them stories

about the people and the villages surrounding the desert. They wanted him to tell them all



about his travels.Everyone knew the dervish and he knew each person too; and he knew the

obscure, trails of the desert inch by inch. He had traversed all the villages around the desert,

the mountains and the plains for many years. He had seen the huge, tall gazz trees in the heart

of the desert, cedars, old, burned palms, old, hollowed out sycamore trees, the rainwater

reservoirs, springs and oases. His eyes were the colors of the desert, the plains and the sand.

He had a unique serenity about him as he scanned the horizon with endless patience as was

his habit to do to spot a village or a tree or a person off in the distance. And now he had finally

arrived at his destination; after having wandered hungry, thirsty and lonely in the desert, and

losing his way. He squinted to find a village in the desert horizon but he wasn’t in the habit of

watching the ground where he stepped.
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The dervish is here! The Khidr is here! He has passed the old burned sycamore tree and the

spring! He is coming up behind Azizollah’s house!”The kids picked up the walnut shells they
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here! The Khidr is here!” they shouted on their way to the main square of town. Mohammad
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come a long way, right?”“The sun was hot, right?”“Are you overheated?”“Are you thirsty?”“Are

you hungry?”The dervish shook his head. He didn’t have the energy to talk. He just indicated

yes or no with his facial movements. His lips were dry and chapped. His long, white eyebrows

spilled onto his withered eyelashes and his nearsighted eyes that were full of dust.The children

answered for him, “Yes, it was a long way!”“Yes! There was no shade.”“It was sand for a far as

the eye could see.”“There were sand dunes and tall mountains.”The dervish spoke up faintly,
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hopeful. Oh, oh how old I’ve grown! So very old…from walking so far through the sand and

over the parched earth, without so much as hearing the baa baa of a lamb or the flute playing

of a shepherd. I started out with the morning breeze and I was on the road at dawn. I was just

starting out.The dervish kept walking past alleys and the riverbank until he reached the shade

of the big, old, village cypress tree down by the stream. He loved to sit by the cypress tree. It

was just like him – old. Its branches were crooked, wrinkled, skinny and long. They intertwined

as they grew up to the sky. The trunk was thick and knotty with peeling bark, but solid and

firmly in the ground. The Cypress had tiny evergreen needle-like leaves. In between the leaves

were round, wooden-like cones that grew loosely on its branches and fell from the tree with

every gust of wind. From inside its branches came the chirp-chirping sounds of the sparrows

and the bagh-baghoo sounds of the wild pigeons. When the wind blew, it curled through the

branches and leaves, brushing and rubbing the branches together and making khesh-khesh

and hoo-hoo sounds. When they burned the bark, it smelled heavenly - like frankincense. It

was full of secrets, mysteries, and legends. The cypress evoked a sense of fear in the dark of

the night, and its magnitude commanded respect.The dervish laid his beggar’s bowl, his axe

and knapsack on the ground. He washed his face and hands in the stream, and rinsed his hair

and beard. He put his feet into the water and let the pure, clear water run over his old, skinny,

chapped feet. The children surrounded him and sat down, looking eagerly at him. The old

dervish drank some water, leaned back on the trunk of the tree and closed his eyes. Morad

brought a bowl of buttermilk and placed it before the dervish. The dervish half-opened his eyes,



“God Bless you, my child. Where is your house?”“It’s right behind this tree.”Morad turned his

head and looked at the children proudly. The dervish took a few sips of the buttermilk. He

placed the bowl on the ground and closed his eyes again. Morad went back and squatted down

by the children. Hojjat said, “He’s gone to sleep. He’s asleep.”Morad raised his index finger to

his lips, “Shhh! He is tired. He didn’t sleep last night. Shhh! He’ll wake up!”The sun burned in

the clear sky with the intensity of a blacksmith’s forge. It was summer. The dervish was

sleeping in the cool shade underneath the cypress tree before the children’s eyes. The children

wanted the dervish to get up and play the flute for them or recite a poem and tell them stories

about the people and the villages surrounding the desert. They wanted him to tell them all

about his travels.Everyone knew the dervish and he knew each person too; and he knew the

obscure, trails of the desert inch by inch. He had traversed all the villages around the desert,

the mountains and the plains for many years. He had seen the huge, tall gazz trees in the heart

of the desert, cedars, old, burned palms, old, hollowed out sycamore trees, the rainwater

reservoirs, springs and oases. His eyes were the colors of the desert, the plains and the sand.

He had a unique serenity about him as he scanned the horizon with endless patience as was

his habit to do to spot a village or a tree or a person off in the distance. And now he had finally

arrived at his destination; after having wandered hungry, thirsty and lonely in the desert, and

losing his way. He squinted to find a village in the desert horizon but he wasn’t in the habit of

watching the ground where he stepped.He was always alone and went everywhere on foot. He

stopped in on everybody. He never ate meat. He dreaded anger and killing. He loved water,

trees, flowers, plants and herbs. He always arrived during the fruit harvest, threshing and

ploughing. He would play the flute and recite poetry. He slept at night under the starry night sky

of the desert and watched the moon and stars. He had a story for each star in the sky, and he

would tell these stories until he fell asleep. He set out when the morning star shone. When he

was happy, he would play a happy tune on the flute, rise and slowly lift his feet off the ground

and shimmy his shoulders in a dance. The children would laugh. No one knew how old he was

or where he was from.“Ninety years old? A hundred years old? A hundred and twenty years

old? God only knows! I’ve lost count!”“Where do you come from, Dervish?”“I’m from the desert.

My mother was a wayfaring gypsy. Many, many years ago, she told me, ‘You were born on an

obscure, narrow path underneath a gazz tree in the desert.’”The dervish gradually opened his

eyes. Cheragh-Ali brought him some bread and yogurt, and Azizollah brought him some

grapes. The dervish ate the bread and yogurt as each one of the children asked him a

question:“Won’t you play the flute, Khidr?”“No, not right now. I’m tired. I’m out of breath.”“What

places have you been to? Tell us about them!”“What did you see in those places you’ve been?

What did you hear?”The dervish took out a bag of dates from his knapsack and gave one to

each of the children.“These dates are your souvenir from the places I’ve been.”“What

places?”“It’s a village behind those mountains in the middle of the desert.”“What was going on

there?”“Nothing much. There were sunburnt children scantily dressed and barefoot playing with

date pits underneath the date palms. Children were picking up the ripe dates off the ground -

the ripe dates the wind had blown off the tree that they called “wind-picked” dates. The girls

made necklaces out of the unripened dates. Water was scarce. The lemon, bitter orange,

orange and the date palms were thirsty. The camels were thirsty. Over there, the people are

hearty and hard-working. The heat is unbearable. The yellow dates in the tall palms were

becoming speckled from the heat of the sun and the White-eared Bulbuls were all around.”One

of the children said, “Forget all that, Dervish! Tell us something!”“Tell us a poem!”“Sing us a

song!”“Dance!”Cheragh-Ali got upset. He took his stick and yelled at the children, “Don’t you

kids have houses and lives? Go home! Go mind your own business! Why are you bothering



this poor old man? It’s not right!” He started brandishing his stick at the children and they

dispersed to their homes.“Leave the poor kids alone! They weren’t bothering me!”“If you give

them an inch, they’ll take a mile!”The dervish was left alone to eat his bread and yogurt.Morad

slowly peeked over his garden wall to look at the dervish, but the dervish didn’t see him.“Are

you well, Khidr?”The dervish turned around and saw Morad. He swallowed the bite in his

mouth and smiled at Morad. Morad smiled back.“Do you want some more buttermilk?”“No, this

is plenty!”Morad got up the courage to come over the wall. He slipped slowly into alley, sat

down across from the dervish by the stream, picked a sprig of mint and threw it into the water.

The dervish asked, “Whose son are you?”“Ebrahim’s son.”The dervish stroked his beard, furled

his brow, raised his head and looked at the tips of the poplar tree branches in the distance. “Oh

yes, I remember. Your mother and father were swept away in the flood that year. You are left

alone.”“I live with my aunt.” Morad threw a sprig of mint into the water, causing a wave to turn

into a ripple of rings that radiated out until it reached the rocks and mint on the other side of the

stream. A tiny fish swam and hid under a rock. The dervish gave a few dates to Morad, who

took them. “Does your aunt have children?”“Yes.”“Does she love you as much as she loves

them? Are you satisfied with your life there?”Morad threw another sprig into the water and

turned around, occupying himself and not answering. The dervish knew that Morad had

personal despair that he didn’t want to put into words. The dervish changed the subject.“What

do you usually do during the day?”“I pick figs and take the cows out to pasture. My uncle is

going to buy a few sheep and I am going to shepherd them. By the way, where were you all this

time, Dervish? You weren’t around.”“Traveling. I was traveling from this village to that village

until I reached Birjand.”“Wasn’t that tiring? Aren’t you tired? What a lot of traveling!”“I’m used to

traveling. I like traveling. I would get tired and depressed if I stayed in one place all the time. I

would shrivel up and die soon. For me, life means traveling.”“What have you seen in your

travels?”“I have seen that everything and every person travels: the clouds, the sand, the stars,

the birds, the trees and people. They all have stories. Stories of travel.”Morad fixed his eyes

upon a drop of water traveling down to the tip of a mint leaf and smirked, “People are right

when they say that your words are as strange as the things you do. A tree is always standing in

one place. Its roots are fixed in the soil. How could it travel?”The dervish took a date pit out of

his mouth and said, “It travels. This date pit travels.”“Yes, but it is you who carries it. Besides,

it’s not even a tree.”The dervish pushed the pit down into the soft, moist soil beside the stream.

He planted it and said, “The journey of a pit in the soil.”Morad said, “Ok.”The dervish leaned

back against the cypress tree and gazed off at the poplar branches in the distance. A Hoopoe

bird was sitting and swaying on a branch inside the poplar tree. The dervish began to sing: The

journey of a pit in the soilThe journey of a pit to rootsThe journey of a pit to branchesThe

journey of roots to waterThe journey of the branches to blossomsThe journey of the branches

towards the sunThe journey of a nest on a branchThe journey of a bird to its nest,To its perch

over the chickThe sway of the branchesIn the fingers of the windThe sound of the chicks

chirping in the nestThe sound of the whistling windsThe high, morning winds at dawnThe

swaying branches, the swaying nestThe swaying cradle of chicksThe sound of the falling rain

on the leavesThe green leaves of springThe journey of the shade over the groundThe journey

of an old, tired man,An old, tired woman toward the shadeThe journey of gratitude to GodThe

dervish closed his eyes and ran his hand over his long, white hair. Morad was watching him.

The dervish was quiet. His lips were closed. Morad mumbled, “Fruit.”The dervish heard and

sang: The story of sweet, juicy fruitOn the lips, tongue and thirsty throat And he opened his

eyes and saw a sprig of mint in Morad’s fingers. Droplets of water dripped from the tips of the

mint leaves. The dervish sang: The mint, the violetsTiny leaves, tiny flowersAt the foot of the



tree…The journey of the pleasant fragranceOn the wings of the windIn the plainsIn the

desertsOn the mountaintops
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